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FIG. 6 
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ENDOSCOPE HOOD AND ENDOSCOPIC MUCOSA 
CUTTING DEVICE 

[0001] The present application is based on patent appli 
cation No. 2003-290284 ?led Aug. 8, 2003 in Japan, the 
content of Which is incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to an endoscope hood 
and a endoscopic mucosa cutting device Which are used to 
be inserted in a live organization together With a high 
frequency snare for a medical operation such as a demuco 
sation for a live organiZation by conducting a high frequency 
electric current. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] In recent years, endoscopic demucosations are per 
formed for cutting a mucosa in a ailing section Without 
performing an abdominal operation but using an endoscope 
instead. An endoscopic demucosation Which used a high 
frequency snare is knoW for such a methods. 

[0006] For such an endoscopic demucosation, an endo 
scope hood is proposed Which is used in an auXiliary manner 
so as to be attached to a tip of an inserting section of the 
endoscope (See Japanese Unexamined Utility Application, 
First Publication No. Hei 6-75402, pages 4 to 5, FIG. 1, and 
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First Publications 
No. 2001-275933, pages 2 to 4, and FIG. 1). In such a case, 
a nail section Which protrudes toWard an inside of an tip 
margin of an approximate cylindrical cap section Which is 
formed by a transparent member in a ?ange manner is 
provided so as to be used While being attached to the tip of 
the inserting section of the endoscope. The mucosa is cut by 
disposing the snare Wire of the high frequency snare Which 
is conducted via a channel in the endoscope over an inner 
section of the nail section, by absorbing the mucosa in the 
cap, and grabbing the mucosa by a loop Wire of the high 
frequency snare, and conducting an electricity to the high 
frequency snare. 

[0007] Also, an endoscope hood is proposed Which can be 
used compatibly With an ultra-sonic probe Which is inserted 
in the channel of the endoscope by connecting the tip of the 
soft tube to a connecting port Which is disposed in the cap 
section and inserting the sheath of the high frequency snare 
via the soft tube (See pages 2 to 5, and FIG. 1 in a Japanese 
Unexamined Patent Application, First Publication No. 2002 

45369). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide an 
endoscope hood and an endoscopic mucosa cutting device 
having therefore such that the loop of the snare Wire is 
disposed in the inner portion of the nail section of the cap 
section reliably for performing the endoscopic demucosa 
tion. 

[0009] FolloWing structures are employed for solving the 
above problems. That is, an endoscope hood of the present 
invention comprises an approximate cylindrical cap section 
Which has a ?ange section Which protrudes toWard an inside 
of an inner surface of a tip margin, an attaching section 
Which is disposed to a base terminal of the cap section to be 
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attached to a tip of an inserting section of the endoscope, a 
soft tube Which is disposed outside of the inserting section 
of the endoscope When the cap section is attached to the 
endoscope for inserting snare sheath of high frequency snare 
such that an aperture of the tip is connected to the inside of 
the cap section, a high frequency snare Which is inserted in 
the cap section via the soft tube, a snare Wire feeding section 
in Which a notch is formed in a part of the snare Wire feeding 
section in a corresponding position to the aperture of the tip 
of the soft tube in the ?ange section such that the snare Wire 
of the high frequency snare can be disposed inside of the 
?ange section by spreading the snare Wire of the high 
frequency snare in the cap section, and a center aXis of the 
soft tube is disposed in a position Which passes through a 
scope of the snare Wire feeding section. 

[0010] Also, an endoscope hood of the present invention 
comprises an approximate cylindrical cap section Which has 
a ?ange section Which protrudes toWard an inside of an inner 
surface of a tip margin, an attaching section Which is 
disposed to a base terminal of the cap section to be attached 
to a tip of an inserting section of the endoscope, a soft tube 
for inserting snare sheath of high frequency snare into the 
soft tube Which is disposed outside of the inserting section 
of the endoscope When the cap section is attached to the 
endoscope for inserting snare sheath of high frequency snare 
such that an aperture of the tip is connected to the inside of 
the cap section, a high frequency snare Which is inserted in 
the cap section via the soft tube, a snare Wire feeding section 
in Which a notch is formed in a part of the snare Wire feeding 
section in a corresponding position to the aperture of the tip 
of the soft tube in the ?ange section such that the snare Wire 
of the high frequency snare can be disposed inside of the 
?ange section by spreading the snare Wire of the high 
frequency snare in the cap section, and, a center aXis of the 
snare sheath Which is inserted in the aperture of the tip of the 
soft tube is disposed in a position Which passes through a 
scope of the snare Wire feeding section. 

[0011] According to this invention, the snare sheath is 
inserted into the soft tube such that the center aXis of the 
snare sheath passes through the snare feeding section When 
the snare Wire is disposed in an inner portion of the ?ange 
section by feeding the snare Wire from the snare sheath. 
Therefore, it is possible to dispose a portion of the snare Wire 
near the snare sheath in an inner section of the ?ange section 
reliably; thus, it is possible to restrict that the snare Wire is 
removed from the ?ange section even if the cap section 
receives a force externally. 

[0012] Also, the endoscopic mucosa cutting device 
according to the present invention comprises the endoscope 
hood and the high frequency snare. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIGS. 1A and 1B shoW an endoscopic mucosa 
cutting device according to a ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention. FIG. 1A is a vieW for a general structure. FIG. 
1B is a plan vieW for shoWing a ?xing section. 

[0014] FIGS. 2A and 2B are vieWs for shoWing an 
endoscope hood according to the ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. FIG. 2A is an isometric vieW. FIG. 2B is 
a vieW for shoWing important sections shoWn in FIG. 2A. 

[0015] FIGS. 3A and 3B are vieWs for shoWing an 
endoscope hood according to the ?rst embodiment of the 
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present invention. FIG. 3A is a cross section viewed in an 
axial direction. FIG. 3B is a vieW for shoWing important 
sections shoWn in FIG. 3A. 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a plan vieW for shoWing a tip of a cap 
section in an endoscope hood according to the ?rst embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0017] FIGS. 5A to 5C are vieWs for shoWing a method 
for cutting a mucosa by using the endoscope hood according 
to the ?rst embodiment of the present invention. 

[0018] FIG. 6 is a plan vieW for shoWing a tip of a cap 
section in an endoscope hood according to a second embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0019] FIG. 7 is a cross section for the endoscope hood 
according to a third embodiment of the present invention 
Which is vieWed in an axial direction. 

[0020] FIG. 8 is a cross section for the endoscope hood 
according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention 
Which is vieWed in an axial direction. 

[0021] FIG. 9 is a plan vieW for shoWing a tip of a cap 
section in an endoscope hood according to the fourth 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0022] FIG. 10 is a plan vieW for shoWing a cap section 
of the conventional endoscope hood. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0023] Hereinafter, a ?rst embodiment of the endoscopic 
mucosa cutting device is explained With reference to FIGS. 
1A to 4. 

[0024] As shoWn in FIGS. 1A and 1B, the endoscopic 
mucosa cutting device according to the present embodiment 
comprises and endoscope hood 2, a ?xing section Which is 
disposed near the base terminal of the endoscope hood 2, 
and a high frequency snare section 4. 

[0025] As shoWn in FIGS. 1A to 4, the endoscope hood 2 
is formed by a transparent member. The endoscope hood 2 
comprises an approximate cylindrical cap section 11, an 
approximate cylindrical attaching section 14 Which is 
detachably attached to the tip section of the inserting section 
13 of the endoscope 12 Which is inserted in a live organi 
Zation, a gap section 15 Which is formed in a taper manner 
Which is connected to the base terminal section and the 
attaching section 14 of the cap section, and a soft tube 16 
Which is connected to the gap section 15. 

[0026] A diameter of an aperture of the cap section 11 is 
larger than a diameter of an aperture of the attaching section 
14 such that the tip section of the cap section 11 is formed 
in a slanted manner With reference to an axial direction of 
the cap section 11. 

[0027] An inner diameter of the attaching section 14 is 
approximately the same as an outer diameter of the inserting 
section 13. An endoscope stopping section 17 Which pro 
trudes to inside of an inner surface in a ?ange manner is 
disposed in the attaching section 14 such that a diameter of 
an aperture of the tip is smaller than the outer diameter of the 
tip section of the inserting section 13. 

[0028] A connecting port 18 Which connects to the inside 
of the cap section 11 is formed in the gap section 15 such that 
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a tip section of the soft tube 16 is connected thereto. Here, 
the tip section of the soft tube 16 is ?xed to the cap section 
11 in an air-tight manner by various methods such as a 
bonding method or melt-bonding method. 

[0029] Here, a center axis 16A of the soft tube is con 
nected to a center axis 11a of the cap section 11 in an 
approximate parallel manner. 

[0030] A nail section (?ange section) 19 Which protrudes 
toWard an inside of the inner surface With a constant Width 
is disposed in the tip section of the cap section 11. 

[0031] The nail section 19 comprises a snare Wire feeding 
section 20 Which is an area Which is formed by making a 
notch section in a part of the nail section 19 and ?exible 
stopping sections 21 Which are formed in appropriate inter 
vals in a circumferential direction. 

[0032] The snare Wire feeding section 20 is formed by 
making a notch section in the nail section 19 in a corre 
sponding position to the tip aperture of the soft tube 16 such 
that the center axis 16A of the soft tube 16 passes through 
in a range of the snare Wire feeding section 20. 

[0033] The ?exible stopping section 21 is formed by 
bending a stopping plate 23 Which is formed by a slit 22A 
Which is formed in an approximate center of the nail section 
19 in a circumferential direction toWard an inside of the 
circumferential direction and tWo slits 22B Which are 
formed in an approximate parallel manner in a center axis 
direction over an outer Wall of the cap section 11 With an 
appropriate Width from both ends of the slit 22A. 

[0034] As shoWn in FIGS. 1A and 1B, the base terminal 
of the soft tube 16 is connected to the ?xing section 3 Which 
?xes the sheath releasably and ?xes the soft tube 16 to the 
endoscope 12. 

[0035] The ?xing section 3 is provided With a hook 31 for 
?xing the endoscope 12 and a sheath ?xing section 32. 

[0036] A hole section 31A is formed in the hook 31. The 
hole section 31A has a connecting port (not shoWn in the 
draWing) Which connects to the soft tube 16 and the sheath 
?xing section 32 near the base terminal. 

[0037] Also, the sheath ?xing section 32 is formed by a 
base section 35 Which has a through hole 35A Which 
connects to the inside of the soft tube 16 and a male thread 
35B, a rotative ring 36 Which has a female thread 36A Which 
engages the male thread 35B, and a ?exible tube 37 Which 
is contained in the base section 35 and the rotative ring 36 
by engaging the male thread 35B and the rotative ring 36 
such that the ?exible tube 37 has the through hole 37A. 

[0038] A high frequency snare section 4 is inserted in the 
soft tube 16. 

[0039] As shoWn in FIGS. 1A to 4, the high frequency 
snare section 4 has a sheath (snare sheath) 32 Which has a 
?exibility so as to be inserted into the soft tube 16, an 
approximate ring snare Wire 42 Which protrudes from the tip 
of the sheath 41, an operating section 43 for operating a 
length of the snare Wire 42 Which protrudes from the tip of 
the sheath 41 in a base terminal of the sheath 41, and an 
operating Wire (draWing is omitted) Which is inserted in the 
sheath 41 and connects the snare Wire 42 and the operating 
section 43. 
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[0040] The sheath 41 is inserted into the soft tube 16, a 
through hole 35A, and the ?exible tube 37 and ?xed in the 
through hole 37A of the ?exible tube 37. The through hole 
37Aof the built-in ?exible tube 37 is released by rotating the 
knob 36A Which is disposed on the rotative ring 36; thus, the 
sheath 41 can be fed forWardly and backWardly. 

[0041] As shoWn in FIGS. 2A to 4, the snare Wire 42 is 
disposed in a predetermined position by the nail section 19 
and the stopping plate 23 alternately by feeding the snare 
Wire 42 to the snare Wire feeding section 20 of the cap 
section 11 from the tip of the sheath 41 along the nail section 
19 of the cap section 11 so as to be engaged in the inside of 
the nail section 19. 

[0042] The operating section 43 is provided With a main 
body 44, a slider 45 Which is disposed so as to move freely 
in a forWard direction and a backWard direction With refer 
ence to the main body 44 such that an end section of an 
operating Wire is connected thereto, and a regulating mem 
ber 46 Which regulates the movement of the slider in the 
forWard direction and the backWard direction. 

[0043] A ?nger hole section 44A is disposed in the main 
body 44 for disposing a ?nger of an operator during the 
operation. Also, a similar ?nger hole section 45A is disposed 
in the slider 45. 

[0044] A convex section 47 Which engages the ?nger hole 
section 45A of the slider 45 and a ?xing section 48 Which is 
?xed on the main body 44 are disposed on the regulating 
member 46; thus, the movement of the slider is regulated in 
the forWard direction and the backWard direction. 

[0045] A method for cutting the mucosa A1 by using the 
endoscopic mucosa cutting device 1 Which has the above 
explained structure is explained With reference to FIGS. 5A 
to SC. 

[0046] First, as shoWn in FIG. 5A, the tip section of the 
inserting section 13 of the endoscope 12 is attached to the 
attaching section 14; thus, the soft tube 16 is ?xed by a 
member such as a medical tape along the inserting section 13 
of the endoscope 12. Consequently, the hook 31 is hooked 
near a forceps cap 12A of the endoscope 12 so as to be ?xed 
thereon. 

[0047] The endoscope 12 and the endoscope hood 2 are 
inserted in the live organiZation under such a condition; thus, 
a tip aperture of the cap section 11 is moved toWard a section 
in Which a mucosa should be cut. Consequently, an aperture 
of the tip of the cap section 11 is compressed to the mucosa 
A1. Under such a condition, the mucosa A1 is attracted into 
the inside of the cap section 11 by a negative pressure; thus, 
a section A2 Which is cut from the mucosa A1 protrudes 
because it is absorbed by an absorbing device (draWing is 
omitted) via a channel of the endoscope 12. 

[0048] Next, as shoWn in FIG. 5B, the regulating member 
46 is removed from the operating section 43 of the high 
frequency snare section 4 and the slider 45 is retracted With 
reference to the main body 44. Thus, the snare Wire 42 is 
hooked off from the ?exible stopping section 21 so as to be 
attracted in the sheath 41; thus, a root section of the section 
A2 Which is cut from the mucosa A1 is bound. 

[0049] Next, as shoWn in FIG. 5C, the through hole 37A 
of the ?exible tube 37 is released by rotating the rotative ring 
36 by supporting the knob 36A of the ?xing section 3 such 
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that the sheath 41 can be moved in a forWard direction and 
a backWard direction; thus, the sheath 41 is compressed into 
the soft tube 16. In such a case, the tip of the sheath 41 
protrudes from the cap section 11; therefore the section A2 
Which is cut and binded by the snare Wire 42 protrudes from 
inside of the cap section 11. 

[0050] After that, the condition of a mucosa A1 and a 
muscularis A3 are inspected by using an ultra-sonic probe 
Which is inserted in the channel of the endoscope 12 so as 
to con?rm that the muscularis A3 is not rolled therein. 

[0051] Consequently, a high frequency electric current is 
applied to the snare Wire 42 so as to cut the mucosa A1 While 
draWing and squeeZing the area Which is supposed to be cut 
therefrom. The mucosa A1 Which is cut therefrom is 
absorbed in the channel after devices such as an ultra-sonic 
probe are the mucosa A1 is extracted from the channel of the 
endoscope 12 so as to be extracted out of the live organi 
Zation together With the endoscope 12 under condition that 
it is maintained in the cap section 11 so as to be collected. 

[0052] In the endoscopic mucosa cutting device 1 accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the center axis 16A of the 
soft tube 16 is disposed in a position such that a center axis 
of the sheath 41 of the high frequency snare section 4 Which 
is inserted into the tip aperture of the soft tube 16 should pass 
through a range of the snare Wire feeding section 20; 
therefore, a section near the sheath 41 of the snare Wire 42 
is engaged to an inside of the snare section 19 reliably When 
the snare Wire 42 is disposed inside of the nail section 19. 
Also, the ?exible stopping section 21 is formed in the nail 
section 19; therefore, the snare Wire 42 is disposed in a 
section inside of the nail section 19 more reliably. Therefore, 
it is possible to restrict a possibility that the snare Wire 42 is 
removed off from the cap section 11 When it is inserted in the 
live organiZation and a force is applied to the cap section 11 
in the live organiZation; thus, the cap section 11 is deformed. 

[0053] Here, although the sheath 41 of the high frequency 
snare 3 is inserted in the soft tube 16 in the endoscopic 
mucosa cutting device 1 such that the snare Wire 42 is 
engaged in an inner section of the nail section 19 in advance, 
it is acceptable if the sheath 41 is inserted in the soft tube 16 
before the sheath 41 is inserted in the live organiZation so as 
to engage the snare Wire 42 thereto. In such a case, the 
forWard movement and the backWard movement of the 
sheath 41 is stopped by rotating the knob 36A of the rotative 
ring 36 so as to contract the through hole 37A of the ?exible 
tube 37 after inserting the sheath 41 in the soft tube 16 via 
the ?xing section 3. 

[0054] Next, a second embodiment is explained With 
reference to FIG. 6. 

[0055] Here, a basic structure in the present embodiment 
Which is explained here is similar to the basic structure in the 
above explained ?rst embodiment. In the present embodi 
ment, other feature is added to the above explained ?rst 
embodiment. Therefore, the same reference numeral are 
added to FIG. 6 as the reference numeral in FIG. 3 so as to 
omit the explanation therefor. 

[0056] The second embodiment is different from the ?rst 
embodiment in that a Width of the nail section 19 in the ?rst 
embodiment is formed equally and the cap section 61 in the 
endoscope hood 60 in the second embodiment has a nail 
section 63 of Which Width increases toWard a snare Wire 
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feeding section 62. That is, as shown in FIG. 6, an aperture 
center 63A Which is formed by the nail section 63 is formed 
so as to be disposed farther from the snare Wire feeding 
section 62 than a center axis 61A of the cap section 61. 

[0057] The endoscope hood 60 has a similar operability 
and an effect Which are equal to those in the endoscope hood 
2 in the ?rst embodiment. If a range of the snare Wire feeding 
section 62 is formed larger and the center of the soft tube 16 
is disposed more separately from an inner margin of the nail 
section 63 in an outer circumferential direction, it is possible 
to engage a section near the sheath 41 of the snare Wire 42 
in an inside of the nail section 63 more reliably. 

[0058] Next, a third embodiment is explained With refer 
ence to FIG. 7. 

[0059] Here, a basic structure in the present embodiment 
Which is explained here is similar to the basic structure in the 
above explained ?rst embodiment. In the present embodi 
ment, other feature is added to the above explained ?rst 
embodiment. Therefore, the same reference numeral are 
added to FIG. 7 as the reference numeral in FIG. 2A so as 
to omit the explanation therefor. 

[0060] The third embodiment is different from the ?rst 
embodiment in that the center axis 16A of the soft tube 16 
in the ?rst embodiment is parallel With the center axis 11A 
of the cap section 11; in contrast, a center axis 71Aof the soft 
tube 71 near the tip as shoWn in FIG. 7 is disposed in a 
slanted manner toWard an outside of a radial direction of the 
nail section 19 With reference to the center axis 11A of the 
cap section 11 in the endoscope hood 70 in the third 
embodiment. 

[0061] The endoscope hood 70 has a similar operability 
and an effect Which are equal to those in the endoscope hood 
2 in the ?rst embodiment. If a center axis 71A of a soft tube 
71 is disposed to be separate to an outside of a radial 
direction of the nail section 19 With reference to the center 
axis 11A of the cap section 11, a section near the sheath 41 
of the snare Wire 42 can be engaged inside of the nail section 
10 more reliably. 

[0062] Next, a fourth embodiment is explained With ref 
erence to FIGS. 8 and 9. 

[0063] Here, a basic structure in the present embodiment 
Which is explained here is similar to the basic structure in the 
above explained ?rst embodiment. In the present embodi 
ment, other feature is added to the above explained ?rst 
embodiment. Therefore, the same reference numeral are 
added to FIGS. 8 and 9 as the reference numeral in FIGS. 
2A and 3 so as to omit the explanation therefor. 

[0064] The fourth embodiment is different from the ?rst 
embodiment in that the cap section 11 in the ?rst embodi 
ment is an approximate cylinder; in contrast, a cap section 
81 has a spiral protruding section 82a Which protrudes from 
an outer Wall and expands toWard to the tip, the cap section 
81 has a groove section 83 Which corresponds to the spiral 
protruding section 82 thereinside, and the tip of the soft tube 
16 is disposed in the groove section 83. 

[0065] The endoscope hood 80 has an operability and an 
effect Which are similar to those in the eridoscope hood 2 in 
the ?rst embodiment. The tip of the soft tube 16 is disposed 
in the groove section 83 in the endoscope hood 80; therefore, 
if the soft tube 16 is disposed so as to be separate toWard an 
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outside of a radial direction, a section near the sheath 41 of 
the snare Wire 42 can be engaged inside of the nail section 
19 more reliably. Also, the movement of the sheath 41 in a 
circumferential direction is regulated by disposing the 
sheath 41 in the groove 83. 

[0066] Here, the present invention is not limited to the 
above explained embodiments. That is, it Will be apparent 
that the invention can be embodied in a Wide variety of 
forms, some of Which may be quite different from those of 
the disclosed embodiments unless departing from the spirit 
and scope of the present invention. 

[0067] For example, in the above embodiments, although 
the tip of the cap section is formed in a slanted manner With 
reference to a center axis of the cap section, it is acceptable 
if the tip of the cap section may be formed by an orthogonal 
surface With reference to the center axis. 

[0068] According to the present invention, it is possible to 
form an endoscopic mucosa cutting device in Which a 
possibility for a fall-off of the snare Wire from the ?ange 
section is restricted if a force is applied to the cap section 
externally. 

[0069] According to the present invention, if the cap is 
deformed by an external force When the snare Wire of the 
high frequency snare is spread in the cap section so as to be 
disposed inside of the ?ange section, a possibility of a 
removal of the snare Wire from the ?ange section can be 
restricted. Therefore, it is possible to perform an endoscopic 
demucosation in a stable condition. 

[0070] According to the present invention, the Width of the 
?ange section is formed so as to increase toWard the snare 
feeding section; therefore, it is possible to form the snare 
Wire feeding section more largely; thus, it is possible to 
engage the snare Wire near the snare sheath inside of the 
?ange section. 

[0071] According to the present invention, the Width of the 
?ange section is formed so as to increase toWard the snare 
feeding section; therefore, it is possible to form the snare 
Wire feeding section more largely; thus, it is possible to 
engage the snare Wire near the snare sheath inside of the 
?ange section more reliably. 

[0072] According to the present invention, the center axis 
of the cap section is disposed in a slanted manner toWard 
outside of a radial direction of the ?ange section; therefore, 
the snare Wire Which is fed from the snare sheath is disposed 
in an outer margin of the ?ange section Which is disposed in 
an outer-side of the radial direction of the ?ange section so 
as to be engaged there more reliably. 

[0073] According to the present invention, the tip of the 
soft tube is disposed in the groove Which corresponds to the 
spiral protruding section; therefore, it is possible to dispose 
the soft tube outer-side of the radial direction. Therefore, it 
is possible to dispose the snare Wire Which is fed from the 
snare sheath Which exists in the soft tube in outer-side of the 
radial direction of the ?ange section. 

[0074] According to the present invention, it is possible to 
support the snare Wire by the ?ange section and the ?exible 
stopping section more reliably; thus, a possibility of a 
fall-off therefrom can be restricted. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. An endoscope hood comprising: 

an approximate cylindrical cap section Which has a ?ange 
section Which protrudes toWard an inside of an inner 
surface of a tip margin; 

an attaching section Which is disposed to a base terminal 
of the cap section to be attached to a tip of an inserting 
section of the endoscope; 

soft tube Which is disposed outside of the inserting section 
of the endoscope When the cap section is attached to the 
endoscope for inserting snare sheath of high frequency 
snare such that an aperture of the tip is connected to the 
inside of the cap section; 

a high frequency snare Which is inserted in the cap section 
via the soft tube; 

a snare Wire feeding section in Which a notch is formed in 
a part of the snare Wire feeding section in a correspond 
ing position to the aperture of the tip of the soft tube in 
the ?ange section; Wherein 

the snare Wire of the high frequency snare can be disposed 
inside of the ?ange section by spreading the snare Wire 
of the high frequency snare in the cap section; 

and, a center aXis of the soft tube is disposed in a position 
Which passes through a scope of the snare Wire feeding 
section. 

2. An endoscope hood comprising: 

an approXimate cylindrical cap section Which has a ?ange 
section Which protrudes toWard an inside of an inner 
surface of a tip margin; 

an attaching section Which is disposed to a base terminal 
of the cap section to be attached to a tip of an inserting 
section of the endoscope; 

soft tube for inserting snare sheath of high frequency 
snaresoft tube Which is disposed outside of the inserting 
section of the endoscope When the cap section is 
attached to the endoscope for inserting snare sheath of 
high frequency snare such that an aperture of the tip is 
connected to the inside of the cap section; 

a high frequency snare Which is inserted in the cap section 
via the soft tube; 
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a snare Wire feeding section in Which a notch is formed in 
a part of the snare Wire feeding section in a correspond 
ing position to the aperture of the tip of the soft tube in 
the ?ange section; Wherein 

the snare Wire of the high frequency snare can be disposed 
inside of the ?ange section by spreading the snare Wire 
of the high frequency snare in the cap section; 

and, a center aXis of the snare sheath Which is inserted in 
the aperture of the tip of the soft tube is disposed in a 
position Which passes through a scope of the snare Wire 
feeding section. 

3. An endoscopic mucosa cutting device comprising: 

the endoscope hood according to the claim 1; and 

the high frequency snare. 
4. An endoscope hood according to the claim 1 Wherein 

a Width of the ?ange section is formed so as to increase 
toWard the snare feeding section. 

5. An endoscope hood according to the claim 1 Wherein 
the center aXis of the soft tube nearer to the tip of the soft 
tube is disposed in a slanted manner toWard an outside of a 
radial direction of the ?ange section With reference to a 
center aXis of the cap section. 

6. An endoscope hood according to the claim 1 Wherein: 
the cap section has a spiral protruding section Which pro 
trudes from an outer Wall so as to eXtend toWard the tip; and 
the cap section has a groove section in the cap section so as 
to correspond the spiral protruding section; and the tip of the 
soft tube is disposed in the groove section. 

7. An endoscope hood according to the claim 4 Which is 
formed unitarily With the cap section by a slit Which is 
formed near a tip margin of the ?ange section and the cap 
section in at least a part of the near section of the tip margin 
of the cap section and has a ?exible stopping section for 
supporting the snare Wire together With the ?ange section in 
an inside of the cap section. 

8. An endoscopic mucosa cutting device comprising: 

the endoscope hood according to any one of the claims 1 
to 7; and 

the high frequency snare in Which the snare Wire is 
inserted in the snare sheath. 


